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As the Internet of Things (IoT) and wireless standards continue to evolve, so do regulatory 
compliance tests. Wireless regulatory compliance testing used to cover simple tests for power, 
bandwidth, and frequency. Over time, it became more complex, impacting the test process and 
timeline. Standards bodies and regulatory agencies updated the regulations to include new tests 
such as dynamic frequency selection (DFS), adaptivity, and contention-based protocol. Although 
these tests are complicated and time-consuming — requiring the collection of large volumes of data 
at high speed with precise timing of the behavior of the device-under-test (DUT) — they help ensure 
effective and efficient use of the radio spectrum.

A leading wireless networking company in the United States specializing in servers, storage, and 
networking services was having trouble running these tests. With its dated pre-compliance test 
systems, regulatory compliance testing took up more resources than it should have. The company’s 
engineers spent more time configuring their systems to perform DFS testing, with semi-automated 
software covering limited test cases. The company needed to replace its test systems.

Solutions

• IOT0047A regulatory test solution

• IoT regulatory compliance software

Results

• reduced test time by 75% through enablement of 
DUT control; automation of 200+ test cases

• shortened DFS test time from days to hours

Organization

• A leading wireless 
networking company in the 
United States

Challenges

• dated pre-compliance test 
system

• semi-automated software 
with limited test cases
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Challenge: Trends in Wireless 
Regulatory Compliance Test
As the radio LAN (RLAN) band expands to include nearby frequencies, existing services in the band 
require protection from new unlicensed users. For example, radar services that operate in the 5 GHz 
range might experience interference when the industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) band expands 
to allow operation in the 5 GHz frequency.

The International Telecommunication Union imposed the DFS test for devices operating in the 5 GHz 
Unlicensed National Information Infrastructure (U-NII) band, where the radar systems have spectrum 
protection. DFS is a spectrum-sharing mechanism that allows wireless devices operating in 5 GHz 
bands to coexist with radar systems. Regulatory bodies such as the US Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) and the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) established the 
DFS requirements. If the transmitter detects a signal, it vacates or flags the channel associated with 
the radar signal as unavailable for use.

The use of radar varies by geography. Based on its operating frequency, the device must show a 
certain probability to detect a radar signal. It needs to cease operation or rapidly move its network 
to another channel to keep off the radar frequency for 30 minutes. Figure 1 explains the DFS test 
sequences in detail.

Figure 1. DFS test sequences
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The regulatory tests for DFS are challenging because they require significant behavior sequences 
and timing in the RLAN device. Many types of radar signals are in use, and the DFS test needs to 
cover every radar signal. Furthermore, radar signals may be present on different channels. Automated 
systems can significantly reduce the overall test time for these tedious and repetitive DFS tasks.

DFS testing is one of the main challenges the wireless networking company faced. It took the 
company two weeks to complete the DFS test. Its test engineers needed to manually run and rerun 
the tests. The company’s pre-compliance process was inefficient and prolonged its solution release 
timeline because the DFS test tends to fail in the test lab.

Solution: Cover More Test, More 
Standards in Less Time
The company’s lab manager reached out to Keysight for a solution to its wireless regulatory 
compliance test issues. Keysight recommended the IOT0047A regulatory test solution and its IoT 
regulatory compliance software (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Keysight’s IOT0047A regulatory test solution
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Flexible and scalable test system

The IOT0047A validates the regulatory compliance of wireless devices in the ISM band. Together with 
the IoT regulatory compliance software, the solution provides complete standards coverage with the 
latest test cases defined by ETSI and the FCC. They are ETSI EN 300 328, EN 301 893, EN 303 687 
(draft), FCC parts 15.247 and 15.407, and DFS. The IOT0047A test solution is flexible and scalable. Lab 
managers can choose to purchase DFS hardware and software alone and add on the test system to 
address other standards and test cases when there is a need. The flexible system configuration and 
reconfiguration help maximize asset utilization when the subsystems perform parallel testing.

Figure 3. In-service monitor DFS test setup
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We were struggling to complete the [regulatory compliance] tests, and it took up a lot 
of time and resources. But with Keysight’s solution, we were able to speed up the overall 
test process and meet our test schedule. Now we are able to regroup our resources to 
focus on other tasks.

Test Manager

Flexible software for faster test

Keysight creates the radar waveforms using N7607C Signal Studio software. The solution uses 
an arbitrary baseband generator and hardware switching to quickly create country-specific radar 
profiles without the constraint of the signal generator’s memory.

The DFS test requires application of the simulated radar signal at each test frequency, and the 
test system confirms that the DUT detects each signal. Repetition confirms that the probability of 
detection is above the minimum percentage required by the standard. The FCC standard mandates 
the test include six types of pulse radar test waveforms with a minimum of 30 unique waveforms 
for each type. With IOT0047A, lab managers can easily increase the test list to get more accurate 
detection percentages without time-consuming waveform calculations and loading processes.

The IoT regulatory compliance software is flexible to support special character commands from the 
customer’s DUT. This support is a differentiator and a step forward for the company as it previously 
had to edit out the special characters.
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Full automation

DFS testing involves repeated tests with various radar profiles. With the IoT regulatory test software, 
lab managers can configure the required test profiles before starting the test. The software then 
controls and synchronizes the timing for different instruments, including power cycle and external 
network switch control. The lab manager configures the DFS test using the test sequencing function. 
Then the lab manager runs the tests overnight to get the full results the next day.

Another feature that helps speed up the test is the ability of IoT regulatory test software to debug 
only failed tests by selecting a group of test cases and accessing specific signal paths, as shown in 
Figure 3. This process helps shorten overall test time, as test engineers need to debug and rerun only 
failed tests. The software’s modern graphical user interface enhances troubleshooting and post-test 
analysis with results viewing, data analysis, and report generation.

Results: Reduced Test Time
The wireless network company was pleased with the IOT0047A regulatory test solution. It reduced 
their test time by 75% through software automation, enabling them to focus their time and effort on 
hardware design. The flexibility of the software helped the test engineer automate more than 200 
test cases. The most profound improvement for the company was its ability to cut the detection 
bandwidth test from a few days to a few hours.

With new products and solutions in the roadmap, the wireless network company is primed to expand 
its pre-compliance regulatory test capability and resources to handle what’s coming.

For more information on Keysight Technologies’ products, applications, or services, 
please visit: www.keysight.com
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